GEOPARK GIVES A TECHNICAL TALK TO 90 STUDENTS
In this second activity of a series of training sessions aimed at members of the SPE Comahue Student
Chapter, the company delivered a workshop on Well Drilling and Completion in which students and
professionals from different regions and universities in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
Mexico and Peru participated.

July 31, 2020 - In line with its mission to “Create Value and Give Back” GeoPark delivered an online
training session aimed mainly at Petroleum Engineering students at the National University of Comahue
in Neuquen province, active members of the SPE Student Chapter, and other special guests who joined
the activity.
In this second activity, Drilling Engineer Cristian Stambuk and Workover Manager Juan Manuel Moggia
gave a talk on drilling and completing wells. The presentation topics included well design, drilling
equipment and its components, drilling fluids and solids control system, bits and bottom hole assemblies,
directional drilling, logging, casing and cementing, types of completion, and punctures and fractures.
The activity brought together 90 students from different universities and Latin American countries, who
learned about how GeoPark carries out its operations.
From the Board of Directors of the SPE Comahue Student Chapter, Karen Quidel thanked GeoPark for
the activity. “We are very grateful and content with the quality of the talks that GeoPark gives us, which
are very valuable to our students,” she said, also highlighting the next meetings and activities that
GeoPark will offer in August.
Within the framework of its sustainability strategy, GeoPark promotes educational projects and activities
in the communities neighboring its operations, with the commitment of becoming the neighbor and
partner of choice, based on a sustainable relationship of learning and mutual benefit.

About GeoPark
GeoPark is a leading independent Latin American oil and gas explorer, operator and consolidator with
operations and growth platforms in Colombia, Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Ecuador. As part of its mission
to “Create Value and Give Back,” the company develops sustainable social investment programs in
conjunction with the State and local authorities and communities, which aim to promote positive changes
in the areas in which it has activities.
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